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Program Overview
The Master of Science in Business Analytics (MSBA) provides you with strong quantitative and data analysis training. Private
businesses, nonprofit entities, and government agencies increasingly need professionals with advanced mathematical,
statistical, and computational skills who can process, understand, and analyze large data sets. Coursework in the MS in
Business Analytics program includes quantitative modeling, operations management, data mining, big data, and network and
infrastructure management.

LEARN ABOUT THE L ATEST TRENDS AND TECHNOLOGIES
Business analytics is one of the most lucrative technological advances introduced to the business world in recent history.
The insights and actionable strategies that result from the skillful analysis of large data sets impact the way that businesses,
governments, and nonprofits operate around the globe.
Norwich University’s online MS in Business Analytics operates at the forefront of this growing industry, preparing you to
work with the latest hardware, applications, and analytics tools. Our military experience enhances our curriculum, offering an
unrivaled education. Beyond our 200-plus years of experience educating students to pursue different career paths, our military
history forged many invaluable connections with defense contractors, in the Department of Defense, and civilian companies.
Students who earn our MSBA become proficient in many new skills that are immediately applicable to their positions.
These include:

MASTER NE W COMPETENCIES
 Research methodology, specifically quantitative analysis
 Fundamental concepts of statistics, data analysis,

 Big data modeling using current business software,
tools, and techniques

quantitative modeling, simulation, and optimization to

 Modern data mining using simulations and reporting

solve unique problems

 Legal governance and ethics as it applies to business

 Data analysis and its application to managerial
decision-making

decision-making
 Produce quality products that influence and inform

 Data handling and database management in

business practices, including reports, demonstrations,
and presentations.

practical applications

The program is structured as follows:

Four start dates per

Complete the program in

One-week residency

Enjoy small classes

year: March, June,

as little as 15 months

preceding graduation

capped at 15 students

September, and
December

The Norwich Advantage
IN YOUR CORNER.
A MOTIVATING FORCE.

ACCESS TO EX TENSIVE
RESOURCES

If you can dream it, you can accomplish it — thanks to
Norwich University’s expert faculty and dedicated student

The Kreitzberg Library serves online students and faculty. You
gain access to our library’s 100 online databases, 54,000 full-text

support advisers. Your team works together to keep you

electronic journals, and hundreds of thousands of e-books.

motivated and build the skills needed for a rewarding
career. From program start to finish, you are never alone.
Our dedicated faculty and program staff are genuinely
invested in your success and will take the extra mile in
providing mentorship and support. Norwich provides
24/7 access and technical support through online learning
platform, enabling you to contribute to class discussions

To help you succeed as an online learner, our dedicated
distance learning librarian and reference staff members provide
research assistance via email, phone, and chat. Our staff can
also ship you books anywhere in the world from our circulating
collection of over 140,000 titles, and provide journal articles not
available online through our material request services.

and complete coursework at any time from any location.

200+ Years of Leadership in Education
Rooted in a strong tradition of military service, Norwich University remains fully invested in the development of
focused, highly skilled professionals who seek to make the most of every opportunity. Through technology, Norwich
Online provides extensive educational opportunities to working adults and lifelong learners from around the world.

Pictured: The Kreitzberg Library
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Curriculum
Norwich University’s Master of Business Analytics attracts working professionals from a wide range of backgrounds — from
defense agencies to corporate environments to nonprofits — and helps them gain the knowledge and skills needed to advance
their careers and make a greater difference in their industries.
The MSBA requires successful completion of 30 credits of study, or 10 courses at 3 credits each. Generally, you will be required
to first complete two core courses to gain a foundational understanding of business analytics and then move on to the
remaining courses.
You will develop a capstone project that demonstrates your grasp of newly acquired knowledge in a real-world scenario. As part
of this project, you will write a paper appropriate for submission to a professional journal and be assessed on an exit portfolio
that consists of academic work produced in each course.
Throughout the curriculum, we strive to provide formal learning that adds value to your role in the professional work
environment. The program culminates with a one-week residency and graduation ceremony at Norwich University.
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Curriculum
PREPAR ATORY COURSE OVERVIE W
Applicants with a bachelor’s degree in a field other than mathematics,
business, or information systems may be required to take up to two

Preparatory Courses
DISCRETE MATHEMATICS

preparatory courses and earn a grade of B or better to be admitted to the

A course in logic, sets, techniques of proof,

degree program. For $375 per course ($250 for active duty military), the

relations and functions, directed and

MS in Business Analytics preparatory courses currently offered to meet the

undirected graphs, algebraic systems, Boolean

program requirements are:

algebra, and emphasis on applications in

 Discrete Mathematics
 Intro to Programming (Python)
The preparatory courses are not eligible for financial aid, and the decision
to have a student enroll into a preparatory course is at the discretion of
the Norwich University program director. The Norwich University internal
enrollment team and program director can determine the following:
1. Whether a student is conditionally accepted
2. Whether a student is accepted into a bachelor’s program
rather than the master’s program
3. Whether a student is enrolled into one or both of the preparatory
courses before being accepted into the master’s program

various areas of computer science.

INTRO TO PROGRAMMING (PYTHON)
A first course in fundamental computing
concepts and object-oriented programming
using Python applied to problem-solving.
Designed for students with no programming
background. Students learn object-oriented
programming concepts and syntax, variables
and data types, input and output, control of
the flow of logic, use of different data sources
and structures, functions, modules, and
exception-handling. Examples are drawn from
diverse areas.

MSBA COURSES
COURSE PREFIX

COURSE NAME

BA500

Applied Regression with Research Methods

3

BA501

Problem Solving in Applied Data Science

3

BA514

Information Visualization and Communication

3

BA515

Governance, Security, Risks and Ethics in Business Analytics

3

BA570

Data Models and Effective Organizational Decisions

3

BA510

Predictive Analytics, Relational Database, & Data Transformation

3

BA512

Data Mining for Predictive Decision Making

3

BA513

Big Data, Business Process and Enterprise Analytics

3

BA511

Prescriptive Analytics, Non-Relational Database and Location-Based Data

3

Capstone BA571

Practicum in Business Analytics

3
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CREDITS

The Norwich Advantage: For Business
UNIQUE BLEND OF THEORY
AND PR AC TIC ALIT Y

SUPERB TEACHERPR AC TITIONERS

Norwich University’s MSBA helps working adults develop

Our faculty members possess broad industry and research

the business acumen and management skills needed

experience that enriches their teaching, providing students

to pursue leadership positions in analytics. Our rigorous

with real-world insight and a context for applying their

curriculum explores the technical theories and methods

expanded skills and knowledge. Our Master of Science in

behind information assurance, best practices in analytics,

Business Analytics faculty members are top practitioners

organizational structure, and management strategies. Key

and thought leaders in their fields.

skills fostered throughout the program include written
communications, critical analysis, problem-solving, project
management, and leadership.

Faculty work closely with students and inspire them to
produce their best work, motivate them to reach higher,
and encourage them to make a difference. The faculty’s
mission is to inspire, teach, and mentor the next generation
of analytics leaders.
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The Norwich Advantage:
Empowering the Future
FOR LEADERS WHO ARE DRIVEN TO SERVE
Leading change takes commitment, compassion, and the skills and knowledge to inspire and motivate. Norwich University
channels your motivation to serve into a strong ability to lead in your organization and community.

THE PACE FOR EACH COURSE IS DESIGNED WITH
BUSY SCHEDULES IN MIND
Through our flexible online platform, you can access program content and contribute to class discussions on your own schedule
and at your own pace each week. This format allows you extra time to contemplate questions and compose well-thoughtout responses. Small classes and students from diverse professional and cultural backgrounds foster in-depth discussions and
unique perspectives.

YOUR LEARNING COMMUNIT Y C AN BECOME AN
INVALUABLE NET WORK
You will progress through the program in small classes called cohorts. Classes of 15 or fewer students encourage frequent
student-student and student-faculty interactions, while a team of dedicated program staff provides students with additional
support and guidance. When you enroll at Norwich, you gain access to a dynamic learning community as well as an extensive
career network of successful alumni from around the globe.

C AREER PREPAR ATION
Annual demand for the fast-growing new roles of data scientists, data developers, and data engineers will reach nearly 700,000
openings by 2020.*

An MSBA from Norwich University prepares you for leadership positions such as management analyst, market research analyst,
financial analyst, cost estimator, operations research analyst, budget analyst, actuary, statistician, or mathematician.
*Forbes.com
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Residency
Over its long and proud history of educational leadership, Norwich University has created many rich traditions. The inresidence graduate experience is one of our online students’ favorites. For one week at the end of your accounting program,
you will participate in educational, networking, and social events covering a variety of topics while visiting our beautiful
Vermont campus.
During the residency, you’ll take part in a variety of seminars and activities designed to strengthen the knowledge and skills
developed in your coursework—including valuable demonstrations of real-world case studies and presentations designed
to reinforce what you’ve learned. Other activities during the week include seminars, campus tours, and networking events
where you can build professional relationships that can aid you throughout your career.
Residency week concludes with the conferral of your degree in front of your friends and family, cementing your place as a
member of the Norwich family.
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Admissions
OVERVIE W
Norwich seeks goal-oriented individuals possessing high standards of personal ethics who have demonstrated excellence
in their professional lives and academic studies.
Applicants should have a desire to make a positive contribution to their field. Selective admissions standards ensure that those
admitted have the greatest prospect of successfully completing the program and contributing to the field.
Choosing a school to pursue your MSBA is a major decision. We invite you to contact our Admissions Advisors, who can guide
you in your decision-making.

ADMISSION CRITERIA

APPLIC ATION PROCESS

A bachelor’s degree from a regionally or nationally

Contact an Admissions Advisor to begin the application

accredited college or university

process and submit the following items:

Strong quantitative background/experience

Application form

recommended

Resume

Official transcripts

Official transcript from undergraduate degree-granting

No GRE or GMAT required

institution

Undergraduate GPA of 2.7 or better preferred

Letter of intent

Resume

One letter of recommendation (professional

Satisfactory completion of prerequisites (if required)
Letter of recommendation
If English is not your first language, proof of English
language proficiency is required. This can be

or academic)
Proof of English language proficiency
(TOEFL, if applicable)
Industry case study proposal (if applicable)

demonstrated in one of two ways:
 TOEFL — a minimum score of 550 (paper-based test)
or 80 (internet-based test) is required.
 IELTS — a minimum composite score of
6.5 is required
Based on the type of bachelor’s degree and the age
and quality of the previous coursework, you may
need to complete certain statistical or information
systems prerequisite courses. You may meet program

FINANCIAL AID
INFORMATION
Financing your graduate school education can be a
daunting task if you are unfamiliar with the process,
timeline, expectations, and options. Norwich
University wants to make this process a smooth
journey for you.

prerequisites by qualifying for a waiver based on previous

To speak with one of our Admissions Advisors

experience or coursework. Waivers are determined by the

about financial aid:

program administrator.

Call: 1-877-348-8153
Email: info@online.norwich.edu
Visit: online.norwich.edu for more information.
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About Norwich
University
Founded in 1819, Norwich University is a small, private, notfor-profit university in Vermont that offers professional and
liberal arts programs to military and civilian students. The

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

College of Graduate and Continuing Studies builds upon
200 years of Norwich University traditions while offering a

Online Master’s Degrees

variety of degree programs online in a rigorous academic
environment. By enrolling in our Master of Science in Business

1-877-348-8153
online.norwich.edu

Analytics program, you’ll become part of a long tradition of

info@online.norwich.edu

public service education and leadership at Norwich, which
goes all the way back to our founding as the nation’s first
private military college.

College of Graduate
and Continuing Studies
158 Harmon Drive
Northfield, Vermont 05663

Norwich University is accredited by the New England
Commission of Higher Education (formerly the Commission
on Institutions of Higher Education of the New England
Association of Schools and Colleges, Inc.).

Visit our online master’s
programs at
online.norwich.edu:
Master of Accounting
Master of Arts in Diplomacy
Master of Arts in History
Master of Arts in International Relations
Master of Arts in Military History

Recognized for academic excellence,

Master of Arts in Strategic Studies

U.S. News & World Report ranks Norwich

Master of Business Administration

University in the top 100 for Regional

Master of Civil Engineering

Universities in the North. Rankings are based

Master of Public Administration

on undergraduate programs.

Master of Science in Business Analytics
Master of Science in Criminal Justice
Master of Science in Cybersecurity

Privacy Policy:
http://online.norwich.edu/about-us/privacy-policy
Student Consumer Information
http://www.norwich.edu/consumer
Non-Discriminatory Statement
https://online.norwich.edu/about-us/non-discrimination-statement
Complaint Process/Resolution
https://online.norwich.edu/about-us/complaint-process
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Master of Science in Information Systems
Master of Science in Leadership
Master of Science in Nursing

